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Abstrat
We extend Geisser and Hesselholt's result on bi-relative K-theory
from disrete rings to onnetive ring spetra. That is, if A is a homotopy
artesian n-ube of ring spetra (satisfying onnetivity hypotheses), then
the (n+ 1)-ube indued by the ylotomi trae
K(A) → TC(A)
is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion. In other words, the ber
of the pronitely ompleted ylotomi trae satises exision.
1 Introdution
Topologial K-theory is a ohomology theory. Most importantly it satises exi-
sion, so if for instane X is a CW-omplex dened by gluing two subomplexes
X1 and X2 along their intersetion X12, then the Mayer-Vietoris sequene
· · · → K0(X)→ K0(X1)⊕K0(X2)→ K0(X12)→ K1(X)→ . . .
is exat. In other words, the square of spetra
K(X) −−−−→ K(X1)y y
K(X2) −−−−→ K(X12)
is homotopy artesian.
This is not true in algebrai K-theory: given maps f2 : A2 → A12 and
f1 : A1 → A12 of rings, let A0 = A1 ×A12 A
2
be the pull bak (orrespond-
ing in the ommutative ase to Spec(A0) being formed by gluing Spec(A1) and
Spec(A2) along Spec(A12)). Then
K(A0) −−−−→ K(A1)y yK(f1)
K(A2)
K(f2)
−−−−→ K(A12)
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need not be homotopy artesian. It is true that under surjetivity onditions
on f1 and f2 the Mayer-Vietoris sequene is exat in low degrees, but this does
not ontinue in higher degrees. See [19℄ for an amusing aount, for instane
showing that even if all maps in the square are surjetive, there does not exist
a funtor K3 suh that the Mayer-Vietoris sequene an be extended.
In a series of papers ([11℄, [8℄, [10℄, [9℄) Geller, Reid and Weibel explored the
idea that yli homology should be a preise measure for the failure of exision
in the algebrai K-theory of Q-algebras, and did some onjetural alulations.
The problem remained open (although it IS an exerise in [13℄), until Cortiñas
released a preprint [3℄ laiming the onjeture using Suslin and Wodziki's re-
sults on nonunital rings [18℄.
In a reent preprint [7℄ Geisser and Hesselholt give the orresponding result
after pronite ompletion, with the dierene that yli homology has to be
replaed by topologial yli homology TC. The result from [7℄ we generalize
is the following. Let
A =


A0 −−−−→ A1y yf1
A2 −−−−→
f2
A12


be a artesian square of disrete rings with f1 surjetive, then the ube K(A)→
TC(A) is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion. A word of explanation:
K(A) is the square of spetra
K(A0) −−−−→ K(A1)y yK(f1)
K(A2)
K(f2)
−−−−→ K(A12)
and similarly for TC(A). The ylotomi trae K → TC then gives a map of
squares. Considering the map of squares as a ube, the theorem states that this
ube is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion.
Another appealing formulation is that the homotopy ber of the pronitely
ompleted ylotomi trae satises exision.
In this paper we extend the theorem from rings to ring spetra: let S be the
sphere spetrum in any of the popular theories of spetra with strit symmetri
monoidal smash produt; then we have the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Consider a homotopy artesian diagram A of onnetive S-
algebras
A0 −−−−→ A1y yf1
A2 −−−−→
f2
A12
2
where f1 is 0-onneted. Then the the ube
K(A) −→ TC(A)
indued by the ylotomi trae, is homotopy artesian after pronite omple-
tion.
The proof of the theorem is delightfully simple. It follows by the theorems of
MCarthy [16℄, the rst author [4℄, and Geisser and Hesselholt [7℄ in addition to
an elementary observation about homotopy artesian diagrams of ring spetra.
Atually we prove stronger and more tehnial result in proposition 2.1 and
then show that the onditions in theorem 1.1 imply those of proposition 2.1.
We mention that theorem 1.1 holds integrally by work in progress of the
seond author.
Example 1.2. As an example, let k be a onnetive S-algebra, and onsider
the usp C over k gotten by the homotopy pullbak
C −−−−→ k[t]y y
k −−−−→ k[t]/t2
(if k is a disrete ring, C ∼= k[x, y]/(x2 − y3), hene the name). Letting F
be the pronite ompletion of the homotopy ber of the ylotomi trae, the
diagram remains homotopy artesian after applying F . However, by [4℄ the map
F (k) → F (k[t]/t2) is an equivalene, and so F (C) → F (k[t]) is an equivalene.
The rightmost term may then be alulated from Nil-terms (if k is not regular
the Nil-term in K(k[t]) ≃ K(k)×NilKk will not vanish) and TC(k[t]).
Hene, one an alulate K(C) if one an desribe TC(C), TC(k[t]), K(k)
and the Nil-terms (and all the maps onneting them).
Remark 1.3. One might be tempted to believe that the ruial ondition on
our square of S-algebras is that it is homotopy artesian, but unfortunately
the onlusion of the theorem is false without the surjetivity assumption on
pi0f
1
. A ounterexample an be derived without alulations from the homotopy
artesian square (the maps are the natural inlusions)
Z −−−−→ Z[t]y y
Z[t−1] −−−−→ Z[t, t−1]
and its sibling with the p-adi integers Zp̂ instead of Z. By the fundamental
theorem of algebrai K-theory, the iterated bers of the two K-theory squares
are K(Z) and K(Zp̂) respetively. They are very dierent: K1(Z) ∼= Z/2 and
K1(Zp̂) ∼= Z/(p− 1)× Zp̂. On the other hand, the topologial yli homology
of the integral and p-adi square agree after p-ompletion.
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The example above has the deieny that Milnor's theorem [1, setion IX.5℄
does not apply: the assoiated square of ategories of nitely generated proje-
tive modules is not a ber square. We know of no examples of squares of rings
for whih the Milnor theorem applies where the onlusion of the main theorem
does not hold.
A natural onjeture would be that the ber of the ylotomi trae takes
ber squares of exat ategories to homotopy artesian squares. Beyond the
obvious extensions that follow from the theorems of Cortiñas and Geisser-
Hesselholt, the ase of the projetive line is our only support for this onjeture.
There is a diret proof of the extension of Geisser and Hesselholt's theorem
to simpliial rings not using Goodwillie's onjeture [16℄, [4℄. This proof is
interesting in that it gives a hands on approah to the problem, and oneivably
a way to weaken the onditions of the theorem. We will not pursue those
questions here.
1.4 Plan
In setion 2 we prove a proposition that turns out to be stronger than the
main theorem 1.1. We do not require the square of S-algebras to be homotopy
artesian, but rather impose riteria on the path omponents.
In setion 3 we address the problem that pi0 does not send homotopy arte-
sian squares to artesian squares. We also prove some multirelative extensions.
1.5 Conventions
The algebrai K-theory disussed in this paper is the nononnetive version of
algebrai K-theory as dened by Thomason [20, setion 6℄ extended to onne-
tive S-algebras. Thomason's onstrution is funtorial, and is also performed
on the ylotomi trae (see below). Sine for a onnetive S-algebra A we have
that K1(A) ∼= K1(pi0A), we get little new: Ki(A) ∼= Ki(pi0A) for all i ≤ 1.
Likewise for TC.
Topologial yli homology TC is taken to be integral topologial yli
homology as dened by Goodwillie [12℄, but appears in this paper only after
pronite ompletion, and so agrees with the produt over all primes p of the
p-ompletion of the p-typial version TC(−; p) appearing in [2℄. The ylotomi
trae is given as in [5℄.
All displayed diagrams ommute.
2 Suient onditions on the path omponents
In this setion we prove proposition 2.1 (and a multirelative version, orollary
2.2) that turns out to be stronger than the main theorem 1.1. We do not require
the square of S-algebras to be homotopy artesian, but rather impose riteria
on the path omponents.
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Proposition 2.1. Let A be a diagram
A0 −−−−→ A1y y
A2 −−−−→ A12
of onnetive S-algebras suh that pi0A
1 → pi0A12 is surjetive and the indued
map of rings
pi0A
0 → pi0A
1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2
is a surjetion with nilpotent kernel. Then the ube
K(A)→ TC(A)
indued by the trae map is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion.
Proof. Let F be the pronite ompletion of the homotopy ber of the ylotomi
trae K → TC. Sine pi0A1 → pi0A12 is surjetive, Geisser and Hesselholt's
theorem implies that the square
F (pi0A
1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2) −−−−→ F (pi0A1)y y
F (pi0A
2) −−−−→ F (pi0A12)
is homotopy artesian. The assumption that pi0A
0 → pi0A1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2
is a
surjetion with nilpotent kernel, opens for the use of MCarthy's theorem [16℄
and we may onlude that
F (pi0A
0) → F (pi0A
1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2)
is an equivalene. Hene the square F (pi0A) is homotopy artesian.
Now, by [4℄, eah of the vertial maps in the ube
F (A)y
F (pi0A)
are equivalenes, and the result follows.
The above results automatially give theorems about n-ubes for n ≥ 1.
Reall that if S is a nite set, then an S-ube is a funtor from the ategory
PS of subsets of S, and that if |S| is the ardinality of S, one often uses the
term |S|-ube. Hene a 0-ube is an objet, a 1-ube is a map and a 2-ube is
a ommuting square.
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Corollary 2.2. Let A be an S-ube of onnetive S-algebras suh that for all
U ⊆ S the anonial map
pU : pi0A
U → lim
←−−−−−
U(T⊆S
pi0A
T
is surjetive, and in addition that p∅ has nilpotent kernel. Then the (|S|+1)-ube
K(A)→ TC(A)
indued by the ylotomi trae is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion.
Proof. Note that the surjetivity ondition on the ube is symmetri in the
sense that the ondition is satised for all sububes. In partiular, all maps
in the ube are 0-onneted. By the same reasoning as in proposition 2.1 we
may immediately redue to the ase of disrete rings. For onreteness, let
S = {1, . . . , n}, and assume by indution that the orollary has been proven for
ubes of ardinality less than n.
Let A[∅] be the artesian (n − 1)-ube obtained by restriting the funtor
A to P{1, . . . , n− 1} and replaing A∅ with lim←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
∅6=T⊆{1,...,n−1}
AT , and let A[n]
be the artesian (n − 1)-ube obtained by restriting A to the omplement
of P{1, . . . , n − 1} and replaing A{n} with lim←−−−−−−−−−−−−
{n}(T⊆{1,...,n}
AT . Then by
indution, the orollary applies to A[∅], A[n] and to the square
A∅ −−−−→ A{n}y y
lim
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−
∅6=T⊆{1,...,n−1}
AT −−−−→ lim
←−−−−−−−−−−−−
{n}(T⊆{1,...,n}
AT
Notie that the onditions in the orollary are unneessary restritive. If
for instane n = 3 we see that demanding that e.g., A{1} → A{1,2}, A{1,3} →
A{1,2,3}, A{3} → A{1,3}×A{1,2,3}A
{2,3}
, and A∅ → lim←−−
∅6=T
AT are surjetive (and
the last map has a nilpotent kernel) is enough to onlude that K(A) → TC(A)
is artesian after pronite ompletion. There are many variants.
3 Homotopy artesian squares and pi0
Theorem 1.1 now follows immediately from proposition 2.1 and
Proposition 3.1. Let A be a homotopy artesian diagram of onnetive S-
algebras
A0
g′
−−−−→ A1
f ′
y yf
A2 −−−−→
g
A12
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suh that pi0A
1 → pi0A12 is surjetive. Then the indued map
h : pi0A
0 → pi0A
1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2
is a surjetion with square zero kernel.
Proof. First we redue the proof to the orresponding statement for simpliial
rings as found in lemma 3.2.
Sine all S-algebras and the vertial bers are onnetive, we may use Γ-
spaes as our model for spetra, and monoids under the smash produt of Ly-
dakis [14℄ as our model for S-algebras. For details, see [6℄ hapter II.
Let H be the Eilenberg-Ma Lane onstrution sending a simpliial ring to
a onnetive S-algebra. The funtor Z˜ whih sends a pointed set X to the
free abelian group Z˜X = Z[X ]/Z[∗] extends to an endofuntor on the ategory
of onnetive S-algebras. Furthermore, there is a funtor R from onnetive S-
algebras to simpliial rings and a natural hain of stable equivalenes onneting
Z˜ and HR. Proves may be found in the published version [4, proposition 3.5℄
or more diretly appliable in [6, orollary II.2.2.5℄.
Now, the funtor Z˜ preserves homotopy artesian diagrams of Γ-spaes, and
so if A is a homotopy artesian diagram of onnetive S-algebras, then Z˜A is a
homotopy artesian diagram of onnetive S-algebras whih is equivalent to H
of a homotopy artesian diagram RA of simpliial rings.
Furthermore, the obvious map A → Z˜A is 1-onneted (see e.g., [4, propo-
sition 3.3℄), and so we get isomorphisms
pi0A ∼= pi0Z˜A ∼= pi0HRA ∼= pi0RA
of squares of rings.
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a homotopy artesian diagram of simpliial rings
A0
g′
−−−−→ A1
f ′
y yf
A2 −−−−→
g
A12
suh that pi0A
1 → pi0A12 is surjetive. Then the indued map
h : pi0A
0 −→ pi0A
1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2
is a surjetion with square zero kernel.
Proof. Chasing long exat sequenes of homotopy groups yields that h is sur-
jetive.
In proving that the kernel of pi0A
0 → pi0A1 ×pi0A12 pi0A
2
is square zero,
the idea is to pik two elements in ker(h) ⊆ pi0A0 and show, by making an
appropriate hoie of representatives, that the produt of the representatives is
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homotopi to 0 in A0. This implies that the kernel is square zero. The proof
is an exerise in manipulating simpliial homotopies and we refer to [15℄ for
details. For homotopi simplies x and y in a simpliial abelian group G, we
write x ∼ y. If x and y happen to be zero-simplies, then being homotopi
means that there is a 1-simplex z with d0z = x and d1z = y.
We may assume that A1 → A12 is a bration. Aording to [17, p. II.3.10℄,
maps of simpliial groups are surjetive if and only if they are both brations
and 0-onneted, and so the assumption that pi0A
1 → pi0A12 is surjetive implies
that A1 → A12 is a surjetion.
Let [u0] ∈ ker(h) be represented by u0 ∈ A00. Then h([u0]) = ([f
′u0], [g
′u0]) =
0 in the pullbak, and f ′(u0) ∼ 0 and g′(u0) ∼ 0 as 0-simplies in A2 and A1
respetively. The homotopies are given by 1-simplies u2 ∈ A21 with d0u2 = f
′u0
and d1u2 = 0 and u1 ∈ A
1
1 with d0u1 = g
′u0 and d1u1 = 0. These simplies
orrespond to based maps u2 : I → A2 and u1 : I → A1 respetively and by
abuse of notation we name the maps after their orresponding simplies. As u0
is a 0-simplex of A0 it orresponds to a based map u0 : S
0 → A0. All this ts
into the following diagram of pointed simpliial sets
I ←−−−− S0 −−−−→ I
u2
y yu0 yu1
A2
f ′
←−−−− A0
g′
−−−−→ A1
and it represents an element in ker(h).
Sine f ′ is a bration of simpliial rings, we may lift u2 : I → A2 to a based
map u : I → A0. It will usually not be ompatible with the map u0 : S0 → A0,
but we do have that [u0] = [u0 − d0u] and f ′(u0 − d0u) = 0, showing that it is
enough to onsider the situation where u2 = 0, that is, diagrams of the form
∗ ←−−−− S0 −−−−→ Iy yu0 yu1
A2
f ′
←−−−− A0
g′
−−−−→ A1
(3.1)
This diagram indues a (based) map u12 : S
1 → A12, and is our appropriate
hoie.
Let [u0] and [v0] be any two elements in ker(h) and pik representatives for
them as in diagram (3.1).
Consider the map s0(g
′u0) · v1 : I → A1. The dot denotes multipliation in
A1. The map is a simpliial homotopy from g′(u0) · g
′(v0) to 0 sine
d1(s0(g
′u0) · v1) = d1s0(g
′u0) · d1(v1) = g
′(u0) · 0 = 0.
and
d0(s0(g
′u0) · v1) = d0s0(g
′u0) · d0(v1) = g
′(u0) · g
′(v0).
Beause we piked a representative u0 ∈ ker(f ′) we get
f(s0(g
′u0) · v1) = s0(fg
′(u0)) · f(v1) = s0(gf
′(u0)) · f(v1) = 0 · f(v1) = 0.
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The equations above show that we get a well-dened and based map
(0, s0(g
′u0) · v1) : I → A
2 ×A12 A
1,
determining a simpliial homotopy from (0, g′u0 · g′v0) to 0. Under the weak
equivalene A0 ≃ A2 ×A12 A
1
, the element (0, g′u0 · g
′v0) orresponds to the
produt u0 · v0, showing that it is homotopi to 0.
Example 3.3. An example of the situation in lemma 3.2 where the kernel of
h is non-trivial may be helpful. Consider the diagram of simpliial rings
Z[ε]/ε2 −−−−→ Zy y
Z −−−−→ Z[S1]
in whih both maps to Z are projetions and both maps from Z are inlusion into
the simpliial ring Z[S1]. All rings in the diagam but Z[S1] are disrete. The
diagram is homotopy artesian whih is easily heked as the zeroth homotopy
groups are the only non-trivial homotopy groups of the bers. In this ase
h : Z[ε]/ε2 −→ pi0Z×pi0Z[S1] pi0Z
∼= Z
is the projetion with square zero kerh = Z〈ε〉, the innite yli group gener-
ated by ε.
The onnetivity hypothesis on f1 is annoying in that it makes it diult to
state minimal hypotheses for good multirelative versions. As a rude orollary
of the main result one has the following;
Corollary 3.4. Let A be a homotopy artesian S-ube of onnetive S-algebras
suh that for all U ⊆ S the anonial map
pU : AU → holim
←−−−−−
U(T⊆S
AT
is 0-onneted. Then the (|S|+ 1)-ube
K(A)→ TC(A)
indued by the ylotomi trae is homotopy artesian after pronite ompletion.
Note that p∅ is an equivalene (and thus 0-onneted) beause A is assumed
to be homotopy artesian. When U = S, the homotopy limit is taken over the
empty set and pS : AS → ∗ is learly 0-onneted.
Proof of orollary 3.4. The proof of this orollary is exatly as the proof of
orollary 2.2, exept that you remove pi0 (and replae the limits by homotopy
limits or replae the ube with a ber ube so that limits and homotopy limits
agree up to stable equivalene).
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Remark 3.5. Corollary 3.4 is not optimal. For instane if n = 3, it would also
sue that the maps A∅ → A{3}, A{1} → A{1,2} and A{2,3} → A{1,2,3} were
0-onneted (in addition to homotopy artesianness of the ube). Note that this
ondition is atually not ontained in the one given in the orollary, but is one
of the many variants possible. We spell out this example.
Let F be the pronite ompletion of the ber of the ylotomi trae. We
may assume all maps are brations. Then F applied to the squares
A{1,3} ×A{1,2,3} A
{2,3} −−−−→ A{2,3}y y
A{1,3} −−−−→ A{1,2,3}
,
A{1} ×A{1,2} A
{2} −−−−→ A{2}y y
A{1} −−−−→ A{1,2}
give homotopy artesian squares.
Consider the square
A∅ −−−−→ A{3}y y
A{1} ×A{1,2} A
{2} −−−−→ A{1,3} ×A{1,2,3} A
{2,3}
.
This square is homotopy artesian sine the entire ube is, and by assumption
the top map is 0-onneted. Sine everything is onnetive it follows that the
bottom map is 0-onneted too, and so the main theorem applies again to show
that F applied to this square is homotopy artesian. Colleting the piees we
get that F applied to the ube is homotopy artesian.
Theorem 1.1 implies that for n = 2, we only need f1 (or f2) to be 0-
onneted, but the ondition in 3.4 requires both to be 0-onneted, this shows
again that the statement of 3.4 is not optimal.
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